
 

  

MasterCard Call Spreads Open into Earnings Dip 

Ticker/Price: MA ($246) 
 

Analysis: 

MasterCard (MA) with 4,000 June $245 calls bought $8.85 spread versus the $255 calls, the $245's opened 8,000X 

yesterday. MA has seen buyers in the July $250 calls recently as well up over 1,000X and the January $240 calls with over 

2,000 in OI from buys. MA has been a steady name higher since late 2016 and recent run has held tight above the 20-EMA 

since February. Shares gapped higher on earnings recently and pulling back to the 13-EMA today. MA has a $275 

measured move from the recent Oct/Feb range breakout. The $254B credit leader trades 27.8X earnings, 17X sales, and 

30X cash with a small yield and 20% EPS growth. MA sees 12.9% and 13.3% revenue growth through 2021, better than 

peer Visa (V). MA is benefitting from growth in new products as well as partnerships including Apple and Goldman Sachs. 

Gross dollar volumes rose 12% last quarter to $1.5T with purchase volume up 12% behind a stronger consumer. A big 

potential catalyst through the trade talks between the US/China is entry for credit companies. MA has plans to apply for a 

license and in January said they were in active discussions to explore solutions to China’s concerns. Analysts have an 

average target for shares of $243 with 25 buy ratings and 2 hold ratings. MSCO positive on 4/23 citing improved 

computing power, greater scale, secular growth drivers, and a resilient consumer backdrop. Short interest is 0.5% and at 

multi-year lows. Institutional ownership rose 8.88% last quarter. Vulcan Value with a 6.4% weighted position and Melvin 

Capital raising their position by 58% last quarter and now a 3.7% weight. In November, a director bought $486K in stock 

at $196. 

Hawk Vision:  

 
Trading Strategy: MA has long been a leadership name and continues to execute well, but need to give it 
time to form a proper base and better set-up for new entry. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


